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ulling his face from
the caked mud of a
drainage ditch two
doors down from his offcampus apartment, junior
Justin Navarro told reporters
that he definitely remembers
making it to fall WILD this
year. “Oh yeah, I was totally

now,” he added.
“I didn’t go for the band
though; just the free beer,”
Navarro laughed, starting
the walk home and dragging
behind him what increasingly
appeared to be a broken leg.
“Lukas Graham is so lame,
great choice again SPB,” he
continued, referencing the band
he was 100% sure
he
remembered
being
disappointed by hours
earlier.
Nava r ro’s
ro om m ates
Craig and Mikey
were quick to
corroborate
his
story.
“WILD?
Yeah, WILD was
crazy, I definitely
remember it,” said
Justin Navarro having a great time with friends
Craig, sitting on
there,” Navarro said, picking the couch, guzzling a familypebbles out of his hair and size bottle of Pedialyte as
tripping over empty cans Mikey confirmed with a limp
of Milwaukee’s Best as he thumbs up from his posiscanned his surroundings for tion slumped over the dinner
either one of his sneakers. table. The pair’s third room“It’s all coming back to me mate, Derek “Big-Meat”

Henderson was not available for comment, although
Craig was “almost positive
[he] saw Big-Meat try and
fight a B&D dude.” When
asked about this confrontation, B&D head of security
Joe Vittorio laughed slightly
and said, “Obviously I
remember the incident,
and obviously I remember
taking the proper steps to
address it,” as he kicked an
empty bottle of Honey-Jack
deeper beneath his desk.
After arriving home and
spending twenty minutes
attempting to get his key
into the lock, Navarro
collapsed into his front hall
and boldly declared fall
WILD to be a “great success”
which “I without a doubt
remember all of.” Lifting
his head up briefly from the
floor he added, “I honestly
can’t believe there are some
lightweights who black-out
and don’t remember something like that,” before
being cut-off by his need
to vomit in the pocket of a
nearby hoodie.
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Conspiracies True; Conspiracy
Theorists Vindicated
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Junior Wakes up Face-First in a Ditch,
Still Pretty Confident he Remembers Fall
WILD

he U.S. government
released a statement
on Tuesday confirming that
exactly half of all existing
conspiracy theories are true,
surprising many and filling
others with a smug sense
of satisfaction. The entire
nation has been discussing
the comprehensive 1,543page report confirming and
denying various conjectures.
Many conspiracy theorists, both amateur and
professional,
expressed
excitement over the validation of their unlikely (yet
somehow true) speculations. “I knew there was
something suspicious about
those chemtrails,” Alex Jones
of InfoWars.com gloated.

Watch out for bad ombres

“Looks like Big Government
isn’t getting away with this
one.”
Others were puzzled that
their theories were off. Jebediah Karsen, a plumber from
Arkansas, was dismayed to
find out that Barack Obama
was not born in Kenya. “But
at least he’s secretly Muslim!”
he noted.
At a Green Party rally,
Presidential candidate Jill
Stein addressed the report.
“I’d like to apologize for
my incorrect comments
regarding vaccines; clearly
I was wrong to advocate for
homeopathy over modern
medicine. That being said,
the report confirmed that
wireless internet causes brain

tumors in children - we need
to ban Wi-Fi from schools
NOW!”
In the midst of this controversy, some remain skeptical
of the news. “The government finally admitted that
JFK was kidnapped by aliens
who escaped from Area 51...
but what if that’s what they
want us to think?” asked Tim
Scott, an insurance salesman
from Florida. “It just seems
too convenient…”
“Come to think of it,
that
‘official
document’
they released doesn’t even
mention lizard people once.
When will these sheeple
open their eyes?!”
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Decrease in Number of
Squirrels, Increase in
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After Missouri Passes New
Concealed-Carry Law
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Gen Chem Professor
Instructs Students:

"LABSCI MAKE SOME
FUCKING NOIIIIIISE"
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WUndertake: Halloween is
the One Day a Year a Lizard
Person Can Dress like a Slut
and No Other Lizard Person
can Say Anything About it.
Page G6

Sharp Uptake in Dad
Costumes as Frat Boys
Try to Woo Moms.
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Johnson Wonders if Anyone
Still Remembers Him.
Page Nah?

Sumers Family Pissed
People are Still Going
to Call it the AC.
Page 50lbs
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Wrighton Email MadLibs: Election
Edition
To the Washington University community:
I write to you today to address the Presidential election that concluded yesterday. Yesterday,
we, the (Nationality) people, voted into office (Famous Celebrity) . While many on this campus
may not
(Verb)
with this choice, it is imperative that we now (Verb)
together as
one
(Body Part)
.
Indeed, our new president has a lot on their (Kitchen Appliance or Utensil) . At this increasingly
charged time in both our nation’s and our campus’ history, we must remain
(Noun)
in the
(type of race)
for social and racial equality. If you are at all (Sexual Emotion) in any way, I
would like to emphasize that our campus resources, such as
(Bears’ Den Station)
or
(Upper
Row Frat) are available to provide assistance.
As an academic institution and as a forum for (Adjective)
speech, it is crucial that we continue
to facilitate (Adjective) dialogue for (Plural Noun) . University administration will be working
actively in the coming weeks to create and develop further programs for (Name of Sport) training
for both undergraduate and graduate
(Profession)
.
I have always maintained a/an (Adverb) sense of (Noun) in the ability of our campus community to come together after
(Name of Fraternity Open Party) . It is my hope that students and
faculty will open a dialogue for the final weeks of the semester and the year ahead, so that we may
serve as an example of (Circus Profession)
for our collegiate peers.

WUnderground
WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously as this
election or an amber alert.
However, the news reported by
this paper is completely
fictitious, at least to our
knowledge. Any resemblance
to persons living, ailing or dead
is entirely intentional.
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Sorority Girl or Dictator?
Can you match the caption to the picture? try in this fun, interactive quiz!

Fig. a

Fig. b

Carter "Casey" Anthony
Gabby Pumpkin Spice Garcia
Ded Horrota

Unpaid Interns
Nathan Scare-ak
Henry "Ghostface"
Weinberg
Pasty Paste Moskow Jr.
Rohit Boo!mar
Grave Fellman

1. Santiago, Sept. 1973:
Gamma Phi Gamma sisters gather
together for Preferences Day of Rush

2. South 40, Fall 2016:
After a successful coup, Pinochet’s army
marches down the streets of the Chilean
capital in a chilling show of force.

Fig. c

Fig. d

Arjun "grab them by the"
Puri
Brooke Nosferatu
Landon Frankenstein
If you would like to write,
edit, tell us we're pretty, etc.
then email us at:
wunderground@su.wustl.edu

3. Clayton, Oct. 2015:

4. Pyongyang, Spring 2016:

North Korean party officials pose for a
picture after successfully launching 3 nuclear
warheads into South Korean airspace.

Sorority sisters Sarah and Rachel
walk into Pastaria for brunch
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A Guide to Networking
Deadlines are approaching for locking in that precious
summer internship or that coveted career path.
Wunderground understands you have a lot on your plate,
so we compiled some tips for career networking. Have fun
with the job search, and we’ll see you at the top!

›

Tip 1.

Be present, be sure
to smile and remain
engaged
with
your
subject!
Tip 2.

PRO
TIPS!
Follow these tips and you'll be bear-y successful in your job hunting efforts.

Be clear about your goals
and what you hope to
achieve.

Tip 8.

Should you feel the
situation truly spiraling,
cover yourself in leaves to
appear submissive.

Tip 3.

Raise your arms above
your head, making yourself appear larger than
the subject.

›

Tip 9.

Be sure to be confident with several media
platforms – make yourself
marketable!

Tip 4.

Stand your ground,
make lots of noise.

Tip 5.

Tip 7.

Don’t run. When you
run, your subject will
confuse you with prey,
and they will be faster
than you.

Should you identify your subject
as, in fact, the alpha, drop to the
ground. Curl your knees into
your chest, and cover the back of
your neck.

Tip 6.

Don’t attempt to climb a tree, your subject’s claws
are strong and specially designed for tree climbing.

Point

It’s super-duper efficient!
I can make it from the 40 to
Brookings in 4 minutes flat! I
feel so powerful gliding down
Forsyth past all those walking
plebs as the wind flows through
my hair. And when it’s a little

›

Counter-Point

Riding My Bike to Class is
Great!

You Know the Truth, Kevin.

By: Kevin O'Neal
WashU Student, involved in every
SU committee

By: Kevin O'Neal's Conscience
Literally the Conscience of Kevin
O'Neal

more crowded, bobbing and
weaving through the sea of
people can be fun, too!

You’ve already mowed down
9 people while “passing on your
left!” 7 are currently in intensive
care. You haven’t ridden a bike
since 3 rd grade because, you
know, cars, and it shows; your
“bobbing and weaving” is more
like “smashing and cleaving.” I

guess the thing about “never
forgetting how to ride a bike”
just doesn’t apply to you, you
clumsy fuck. Please, for the
love of God, just walk like
everybody else.
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Campus Embroiled in Controversy After
Sorority Girl Fails to Instagram Darty
With midterm season
now over, students have
embarced “darty season,”
with at least 4 Saturdayafternoon bangers being
held last weekend. However,

?

Here's the proof: that's
me on the right !! ! !!

a fun weekend has turned
into a sour week as controversy surrounds campus
about whether Junior Danielle Horowitz attended the

weekend festivities after
she failed to document the
event on Instagram.
“I’ve been asked by
countless people to prove
I was there. It’s starting to
really affect my
emotional
wellbeing,” Danielle
told
WUnderground reporters,
on the verge of
tears. “There is
no other possible
reason
I
can
imagine
that
people
would
forget I was there.
Didn’t they see me
sink that cup in
beer pong? Didn’t
they see my cute
denim-on-denimon-denim darty
outfit? Did I just dream the
whole thing?”
Self-proclaimed
member of the junior
class’s “Sexy Six,” Jane
Moreton, believes that
Danielle should easily be

able to show evidence in
Instagram form, stating:
“I don’t believe there is
even the slightest chance
she was there if she didn’t
post a photograph, it just
wouldn’t make sense. She
didn’t even have a Snapchat story on Saturday!”
Indeed, many agree
with Moreton, including
faculty. In an interview
with StudLife, Philosophy
Professor Timothy Givens
posited that “if a sorority
girl goes to a party and
doesn’t thoroughly document it on social media,
was she there at all?” To
this
question,
Givens
responded a resounding
“no.”
Since last weekend,
Danielle
has
learned
her lesson, making sure
to document her every
action. To receive pointless updates about Danielle’s boring life, be sure
to follow her on Instagram
and Snapchat.

Apologize to Don Cheadle
You know what you did.
Just say you're sorry to Don
Cheadle. He knows you didn't
mean it. He doesn't even
think ill of you. All he wants
is to know you regret doing
what you did because it was
wrong, plain and simple.		
Listen, we all make
mistakes, and Lord knows
good ol Don has made a few
himself. You know how shitty
his accent was in Ocean’s 11-it was a total disaster. But
he's only human, and you are

Top 10...
Top 10
Cons of Owning Firearms
carry on domestic
10. Can’t
flights
9. Can’t bring them to school
thinks you’re in that
8. Everyone
new Transformers movie
7. Can't Wear Sleeves
6. Can't Get to Second Base
is a Fireproof
5. Apartment
Aluminum Cube

Uncomfortable
4. Sexually
Emails from Fantastic
Four Cosplayers
one invites
3. No
Breckenridge

too. He gets that. That being
said, it's just the right thing
to do to acknowledge when
you mess up, ESPECIALLY
given what YOU did.
I won't lie to you: It's
not like he's just going to let
it go. You can't do THAT and
expect it's all water under
the bridge. But Mr. Cheadle's
not some heartless monster;
he's just a man who's hurt,
and he thinks you owe him
an apology. Which you do.

you to

to tell when you hit
2. Easy
your kids
you touch is
1. Everything
immediately on fire
Do. IT.

What Do You Think?
Jesus Christ the election still isn't over. What do you think?

Donald J. Trump

Jake Bobertson

Al Gore

Jesus Christ

George Washington

Orange troll doll

Frat bro, loves to do sex

was almost President

of Nazareth

white, also deceased

“Don't bring
me into this
man, I'm feelin
third party.”

“A woman President?!
The next thing you
know there will be
blacks in the white
house...”

“Did I mention
I hate women?
Really hoping to
lock in 50% of this
year's electorate.”

“Do you know how much
sex I missed because of
that f*****n wall!? By the
way I have a lot of sex.”

“I was almost
President once.”

